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Student Alumni Society restores earl/Ion 
by Marton Keeter 
Newsp8Bk Staff 
I've heard the bells in Alden along with 
much of the WPI campus Their music 
brings cheery encouragement to weary 
students who trudge over campus at 
lunch or supper time with preoccupied 
minds crammed with thoughts of up-
coming tests, homework. and projects. 
In this holiday season, It is enjoyable to 
hear Christmas songs ring over the 
campus Instead of "It you take the 
derivative, then substitute . . .". The 
music of the carillon not only enlightens 
the atmosphere ot the campus, but also 
brings attention to Alden Hall and the 
traditions of WPI 
Since its installation In 1943 when the 
carillon was donated to the school by 
Mrs. William Binns Smith, the chimes 
rang throughout the surrounding area 
twice a day. 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
-91fte011Nt1. 
In the early 1970's, thfs tradition died. 
Juniors Kathy Kruczek and Dan Farrar 
were the main Instigators in revlvlng this 
tradition. With the help of a few mem-
bers of Lens and lights, the gift was 
reconditioned to its present playing 
status. 
The revival of the bells is a •mall ~rt 
of the work of the Student Alumni 
Society, of which Kathy and Dan are a 
~rt. Many freshmen encountered the 
Student Alumni Society when they ,.. 
celved a care package entitled "Good 
Stuff' which was sent by the society. 
Currently the society Is trying to revive 
some of the Tech Traditions such as the 
Goatahead Competition between class-
es and the General Elccellence Award 
given to an outstanding fraternity or 
sorority. A couple of traditions have 
remained through the years. They are 
the Paddle Rush and Rope Pull now 
sponsored by Skull. 
(continued Oft pege 2) 
Happy Holidays 
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MITRE and WPI announce space shuttle experiment 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute has 
operated a satellite campus In Washing-
ton. O.C. since 1974. Today, however 
WPI signed an agreement with the 
MITRE Corporation of Bedford which 
will result In a "satellite" laboratory of a 
different kind for the College. The 
agreement provides WPI with 5 cubic 
feet of MITRE reserved space aboard a 
future NASA space shuttle flight to 
house experiments developed by under-
graduates and faculty. Or. Edmund T. 
Cranch, President of WPI, presided at 
the ceremony officially announcing the 
program to WPl's undergraduate stu-
dents In challenging the students to 
exceed hts expectations of their per-
formance. Or. Cranch said, ''The chal-
lenges and opportunities of space are 
yours' now and then will be your 
childrens'. The companies and agencies 
to which you take your WPI education 
will become more and more involved In 
space. searching for ways to provide 
medicines. genetic materials, exotic ma-
terials, and products as yet unenvl-
sioned The now strange environment of 
space provides yqu research oppor1unl-
tles to enhance our understanding of 
, 
Financial Aid 
Applications 
available soon 
Financial aid applications for the 
September. 1983 - May. 1984 academic 
year will be available at the beginning of 
Term C'83 As in the past. students 
currently receiving aid will find their 
application packets In their WPI mail-
boxes upon their return for Term C'83. 
All other students who wish to apply for 
financial aid for 1983-1984 academic 
year must obtain their application pack-
ets at the Financial Aid Office on the 
tower level of Boynton Hall. 
The information contained in the 
packets is quite thorough and students 
are urged to follow the Instructions and 
guidelines very carefully. 
The deadline for submission of appli-
cation materials Is Friday, March 11, 
1983. Applications may be submitted to 
the Financial Aid Office at any time prior 
to March 11th and students are strongly 
urged to avoid last minute lines and 
other resulting problems. 
All applications must be submitted to 
the Financial Aid Office this year. Re-
member, If you have any questions 
regarding comp let Ion of the application, 
pteue consult with the Financial Aid 
11..0fflce. ,.,. 
nature and Improve the theoretical mo-
dels of earth based processes. Make the 
most of this opportunity that the genero-
sity of MITRE and the diligence and 
dedication of your faculty provide you 
here today." 
The agreement signed today provides 
WPI with experimental opportunities on 
a shuttle flight scheduled for launch 
during the 1985-86 school year Elcperl-
ments sent Into space wlll be mounted 
inside a barrel·slzed enclosure, and the 
crew of astronauts will provide llmlted 
services such as turning the experi~ 
ments on and off, verifying commands 
and changing speed or heat controls. 
MITRE ls a non-profit corporation 
which supports government agencies 
primarily through systems planning, 
systems engineering and systems Inte-
gration. In this project. MITRE is pro-
viding financial and technical support 
and 1s also serving as the link between 
NASA and the WPI community. 
According to Mr. William Zimmer. 
Associate Technical Director of Com-
mand and Management Operations at 
The MITRE Corporation, "NASA deve-
loped the space shuttle program to 
Newspeak 
elections 
held 
The annual Newapu« editorial board 
elections were held last Friday, Decem-
ber 11. The new editorial board will take 
office at the end of intersession In 
January. 
Steve Knopplng. Photography Editor 
for 1982, will be the new Editor-in-Chief. 
Bob Elermann and Kirsten Storm. both 
writers, will hold the News and Features 
Editors positions respectively. Photo-
grapher Dave Drab captured the closest 
contest and will be the new Photo Editor 
for 1983. The position of Sports Editor 
will be shared next year by Marlon 
Keeter and Dave Tormey, both compe-
tent sports writers and active WPI 
athletes. Rounding out the board wlll be 
Carlo Verrengia as Graphics Editor. 
Scott Schenker as Business Manager. 
Ed Chllds as Circulation Manager, and 
Maureen O'Brien will return as Adver-
tising Manager. 
The proposed Newspeak Constitution 
(printed in November i3 issue ot News-
pealt) was also voted on last Friday. It 
was pesaed by a 75~ majority vote. 
Congrsturatlons to the new Editorial 
Board. 
encourage the use of space by all 
researchers. private individuals and or-
ganizations. MITRE hopes the scientists 
and engineers that graduate from WPI 
wlli carry their enthusiasm for space 
research with them." Bob Labonte, 
Associate Department Head for System 
Architecture at MITRE and a graduate of 
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WPI Class of 1954, explained that "WPl's 
projects program has successfully In-
corporated the participation of practi-
cing profeas1onala from literally hun-
dreds of organizations. I am Impressed 
by the accomplishments of WPI stu-
dents and by their sense of a commit-
ment to excellence." 
MITRE, llke many ottier organlza-
tlona. hu participated in WPl'a protect 
program !or several yems, prlm9'11y In 
the area of signal analysis projects 
aaaoclated with Command, Control, and 
Communications, under the faculty ad-
visorshlp of Or. Jim Matthews. These C3 
efforts have shown that WPl's students 
are well able to Incorporate the technical 
expertise MITRE engineers and scien-
tists offer. 
Several areas of study could benefit 
greatly from carefully planned experi-
ments In a microgravity environment," 
said Dr. Francia C. Lutz. Associate Dean 
of Projects at WPI. during today's sign-
ing ceremonies. "We won't know for 
some time which experiments will be 
finally selected for the space shuttle 
flight. We will fill all the available space. 
holding to the 200 pound total weight 
llmil, porhaps with as many as five 
(continued on page 2) 
Nason wins first Coop 
Scholarship 
by Kirsten Storm 
Newspeak Staff 
This year. the first Cooperative Edu-
cation Scholarship was given to junior 
mechanical engineering major Brian 
Nason. The scholarship, consisting of 
$5,000 In grant and $5,000 In loan, Is 
Issued by the Grumman Data Corpora-
tion In Long Island. New York. The 
company, a subsidiary of the Grumman 
Corporation. has one of the largest non-
governmental computer facilities in the 
eastern United States. 
To be ellgible for this scholarship, a 
student must have completed his sopho-
more year in good standing at a parti-
cipating college, and his major must be 
related to engineering and/or computer 
science. If selected. the student works 
for the Grumman Data Corporation 
during the cooperative work period 
(January to August) and, upon gradu-
ation, Is offered a position with the 
company. If he accepts this offer. one-
half of the loan Is excused for each year 
he works. If he does not accept. he must 
repay the entire loan within two years of 
graduation at the Interest rate of 5~ per 
year. If the com~ny Is unable to offer 
him a job, the entire loan Is excused. 
The scholarship committee consists 
of five employees of Grumman. Each 
year they will notify all participating 
schools of the areas stressed for that 
year and the cut-off dates for applica-
tions. The applicants. after being 
screened by personal Interview. are 
chosen on the criteria of professional 
expertise. educational background, and 
general attitude and career objectives. 
In a Newspeak Interview, this year's 
winner. Brian Nason. said that he was 
"deflnltely excited" about winning and 
the prospect of working for the Grum-
man Company as his first engineering 
job. He said that he has payed his own 
way through college, so thlsscholarshlp 
Is a "lucky break." Nason explained that 
"the only good jobs available are com-
puter related. end I will be doing Direct 
Numeric Control (DNC). which ls essen-
tially a computer directing a machine. I 
also plan to do my MOP In robotics, 
which the company seems to be inter-
ested In " Overall, Nason, a member of 
both Tau Beta Pl and Pl Tau Sigma. felt 
confident that living and working in 
Long Island would prove to be a "pretty 
interesting experience." 
-
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... space shuttle experiment Sufficiency work on display 
in Gordon Library (continued from P-oe 1) different experiments. We hope to de-
velop five or six additional back-up 
experiments that can be upgraded to 
flight status should one of our primary 
experiments take longer than antici-
pated There will also be several support 
systems projects Involving a power 
supply, signal recorder and processor; 
temperature control of the equipment 
(in an environment where there la no air 
to carry the heat up and away): and the 
physical barriers and compartments to 
support and separate eech individual 
experiment In the cannister. Those 
barriers have many functions to per-
form. For one thing, they have to keep 
the experiments from falling up as well 
as down. The vibration analysis needed 
to withstand the shock of lift-off should 
be interesting as well, and critical. We 
want to be sure that the instruments 
used to monitor the experiments and 
record the data collected lnspacewlll be 
Intact after touchdown so that all the 
data can be retrieved and analysed. That 
analysis will be done. by the way, by 
seniors In future classes. 
Aa for the experiments themselves. 
students will have from today until 
sometime In the spring term to propose 
their experiments. In anticipation of 
today's announcement, a dozen or so 
faculty In the engineering, sciences and 
management departments have agreed 
to advise the projects and MITRE's 
profeealonal staff will provide technical 
aaalatance. 
Four faculty have been selected to 
provide the technical lead for the pro-
gram and were appointed today by Dean 
Ray E. Bolz to a Technical Steering 
Committee. They are Or. Fred Looft, and 
IEEE 
announces 
new off leers 
The WPI chapter of the IEEE (Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 
held their ennual officer elections last 
Friday, December 10. The following 
people were elected as the new officers: 
JimWlttuPresldent. TomHuntasVlce-
President, Kirsten Storm as Secretary, 
Dino Roberti u Treasurer. Patty Martine 
as the Membership Chairman. and John 
Cualdy as the Advertising Chairman. 
The IEEE congratulates these persons . 
... Alden bells 
(conllnued from ..... 1) 
The Student Alumni Society's main 
purpose is to bring students and the 
alumni of WPI back together. The 
society •Ito feels that through the 
revival of some traditions and maybe 
starting some new. more campus aware-
ness and school Interest will be gen-
erated. By the way, this also might 
diminish the rumor that engineers are 
generally apathetic. 
Becau1e the Student Alumni Society 
Is being rejuvenated, any Interested 
students are Invited to contact Kathy 
Kruczek Box 388, Dan Farrar Box 120, or 
Vinny Vlgnaly Box 626. Freshmen and 
sophomores are particularly encour-
9ged to participate In the society's 
activities. 
SAE plans 
children's party 
To help spread the Christmas cheer In 
Worcester. the Brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon are having thclr annual chil-
dren's party. The children are sent over 
from the Friendly House In Worcester 
ror two hours of entertainment. The 
children will have several activities to 
keep them occupied. Besides the tradi-
llonal gift giving and snacks, the chil-
dren often find various ways to amuse 
themselves. Last year, milk guzzling and 
tag team wrestling aga1rnit Senta were 
very high on the list. The children also 
pushed a pledge through a window and 
put a good size hole in the dining room 
wall. For all their destructiveness, the 
Brothers enjoy their antics and look 
forward to seeing the kids. 
Or. Jim Matthews both of Electrical 
f!ngtneerlng, as Chairman and Alternate 
Chairman. Joining them are Dr. Roger 
Austin of Mechanical Engineering and 
Or. Van Bluemel of the Physics Depart-
ment. "These four faculty have been 
appointed based on their credentials 1n 
their disciplines, their considerable real-
world experience and most Importantly. 
their demonstrated ability and high level 
of enthusiasm for teaching," said Bolz. 
Or. Looft's "real-world" experience 
includes a stint at AT&T's Bell Labora-
tories before coming to WPI. and prior 
work on a space shuttle experiment at 
the University of Michigan. "The ap-
pointment will mean a lot or extra work 
In what Is already every busy schedule, 
especially In my department," said 
Looft, "I don't care, I'm ecstatic. 
MITRE's technical reputation 1s world 
renowned, and the opportunities for 
student learning in these projects is 
unbounded." 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Wil-
liam R. Grogan said "the addition of a 
'space laboratory' at WPI is a marvelous 
capstone to the year which saw the 
celebration of the 100th anniversary of 
the birth of Or. Goddard. How proud he 
would be today to see WPI students 
embarking on the continuation of his 
life-time dreams of exploration in space. 
We are grateful to MITRE and especially 
Bob Labonte for the work that made this 
day possible. 
by Victor Schubert 
Newspeak Staff 
Paul Rlenzo's art Is most often seen In 
the WPI journal Pathw•v•. but currently 
there Is a display In the Gordon Library 
of Rlenzo's paintings. The display was 
put together for a sufficiency project 
and will remain until the end of January. 
The sufficiency consisted of a paper 
on the ideas and techniques behind the 
paintings. There are summaries of this 
paper under the appropriate works that 
can give the viewer insight on the 
subjEl(;t of the paintings. 
One of the major themes behind the 
paintings Is the use of color to help 
convey the ideas the artist 1s trying to 
portray. Certain colors have different 
effects on the viewer and can help shape 
the meaning or the painting. The general 
compasltion or the painting Is what the 
mind sees right off, but if the subject is 
too simple. the mind neglects to really 
look for the point the artist is trying to 
make. Rienzo has used the colors of the 
subjects to catch the eyes of the viewer 
so that they will stop and look for a 
moment. In studying the colors that 
were carefully chosen to help portray 
the meaning of the Idea behind the 
painting, the viewer can more easlly 
picture these ideas. 
Rienzo himself enjoys paintings that 
contain the thoughts of the artists and 
this shows in his work. In a Newspeak 
interview, Rienzo spoke of the many 
ideas contained In his paintings. Some 
paintings have two or three Ideas In 
them depending upon how you look at 
them. These Ideas are written under a 
few of the paintings on display to get the 
viewer started In thinking about them. 
Rienzo warns that there Is a great deal of 
ambiguity In his paintings. to get people 
to stop and notice them. 
Rienzo Is self taught. and has only 
been painting continuously ror about 3 
years. Although he dabbled In painting 
during his high school years, it was at 
WPI that he started to paint seriously. 
Most of his work is done over vacations 
at his home In Connecticut. The paint-
ings take from four to sixteen hours to 
do, depending on the size of the paint-
ing and the Ideas in it. Usually he 
experiments with a technique on a small 
painting before utilizing it on a larger 
work, but he rarely utilizes an idea in 
more than one work. 
Rfenzo's talent is unique among WPI 
students and Is well worth the time In 
viewing It at the library. 
ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS FOR 
ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS 
Make plans to attend 
Hamilton Standard's 
e 
Thursday, January 6th, 1983. 
We've set aside this day to give you the opportunity to 
meet with our Technical Managers-and discuss the Cuture 
we can offer at Hamilton Standard. 
• You'll be able 10 see a presentation that gives an 
overview of our operations. 
• Many of our high-technology products will be on 
display. 
• You'll also have the chance to get the "inside story" 
from graduates who've joined us over the past year. 
• Acttvitics will run continuously from 9 am to 3 pm. 
And refreshment~ will be '>erved. 
l'lan to he with us. 
If you want more detail.,, call collect: Bill Kelly, 
College Relations, (203) 623-1621, Ext . 5329, 
January 3, 4 & S (between 8 am and 4:30 pm) . 
m
UNITED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
HAMILTON 
STANDARD 
Located nc.:'Ct to Bradley l n1cma1mnal Airport on 
Bradley r1dd Rn<t<l in W1mhm Lm:k'. Conncc1ii.:u1-
IS mile:' from do\\ntown Hartford. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Tuesdliy, Dec.mber 14, 1182 NEWS PEAK 
(_--===~==~------------p_o_l_ic_E __ N_E_w_s ____________________ __,) 
by Greg Doerschler 
Associate Editor 
Holldaya 
Residence halls will be closed for the 
term break. Any residents remaining In 
Ellsworth-Fuller for the term break 
should notify Campus Police upon arri-
val. WPI Police would like to wish all a 
safe and enjoyable holiday season. 
Hlghllghta 
Subject Arreated In Theft 
Three male sublects were arrested by 
WPI Police on Saturday, December 4 at 
2:55 A.M. relative to the theft of a 
portable radio from a fraternity, A WPl 
Officer spotted two subteots on Boynton 
Street near the tennis courts, one of 
which was carrying a concealed Item. 
The subject with the item was ques-
tioned. and it was determined that·the 
item was a radio. The same sub1ect was 
later found without the radio. When 
questioned what happened to tt, he 
admitted to stealing 1t from a fraternity. 
Investigation at the fraternity confirmed 
that the item had been stolen. The 
subject responsible was charged with 
receiving stolen property and trespass-
ing. Two of his acquaintances who were 
advised to leave when a WPI Officer 
found them at a fraternity were found on 
the lawn of another fraternity house and 
were arrested for trespassing. The sto-
len radio was recovered in some bushes. 
Officer lnJured, SubJect ArrHted 
While on Mobile patrol on Sunday, 
December 5 at 2:10 A.M., WPI Officer 
Jurgen Ring observed four male sub-
jects In a vehicle in the library lot. The 
operator of the vehicle was known to 
Office Ring as having been warned of 
trespass In the past. The vehicle fled as 
Officer Ring approached it, striking him 
and injuring him In the leg. Officer Ring 
then pursued the vehicle In the police 
cruiser, after which the operator was 
arrested. He was charged with trespass-
ing and assault and battery with a 
dangerous weapon. a motor vehicle. in 
addition to numerous other motor vehl· 
cle violations cited by WPD. 
ENROLLMENT DAY FOR TERM C83 
IS MONDAY JANUARY 24, 1983 
Please notify the registrar's office if you are unable to enroll on 
January 24th. REMEMBER THERE IS A $25 LATE FEE. 
GRADE REPORTS WILL GO IN P.O. BOX ON OR 
BEFORE MONDAY, JANUARY 10, 1983 
Please notify registrar's ottice in writing if you wish grades to be malled 
home rather than to your P 0 . Box or local address. 
GRADUATE STUDENTS GRADE REPORTS 
WILL BE MAILED TO LOCAL ADDRESS 
this summer 
come to 
clark 
university 
Lall: afternoon and l!\'ening courst:!s allowin~ for 
summer employment 
Traditional collc~c courses 
I nh!nsi"c l angua~c study 
Stuc.ly ahroad pro~rams tn Mexico, Germany 
and Italy 
lnnovati\'c joh rclatcc.I courses for liberal 
arts students 
Dales: 
Summer Sessum I- May 17-24 
Summer Session II - June 27-Aug. 5 
Italy summer rro~ram-June 5-25 
Mexico summer prn~ram-J unc 27-AuA. 5 
For (urlhcr information. wri te: 
Summer l'rn~rams 
Collc~L' ol Prolcss1on..il and Cnntinuin~ E<lu~ation 
Cl.irk l ni\'ers1ty 
\\'orn·stc.:r. '11\ O I 6 IO 
or call Elizahl'lh l'o<1ks 
at Clark llniwrsity in \\'nn:\.'.skr. 79]-7:.!l 7. 
Police Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Police log for the period December 
3-December 9. The fisting consists of 
significant Incidents and items of gen-
eral student Interest. 
S.turday, December 4 
1:30 A .M. - A WPI student reported 
that a window on his vehicle parked on 
Dean Street had been broken. The 
Worcester Police Department (WPD) 
was also notified. 
2:55 AM. - Three male subjects were 
arrested regarding a theft from a Ira· 
temity. See Hlghllghts. 
3:18 A.M. - A fight In progress was 
reported on Institute Road. 
10 45 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
that windows of his vehicle parked on 
Humboldt Street were shattered. 
Sunday, December 5 
1:20 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
that a window of his vehicle parked on 
Boynton Street had been smashed. 
2:10 A.M. - A male subject was 
arrested by WPI Police after a pursuit. 
See Highlights 
Monday, December 6 
3 :00 P.M - A WPI student repotted 
that his vehicle had been broken Into 
while parked on Hackfeld Road. Some--
one had attempted unsuccessfully to 
remove the stereo Nothing was re-
ported missing. 
WednHday, December 8 
12:40 A.M. - SNeP received a report 
that someone had 1ust kicked in the front 
door at Daniels Hall. A description was 
given. but the subject was not located. 
3:30 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
that a window of his vehicle parked on 
Sever Street had been broken. 
10:15 AM. - A WPI student reP?rted. 
that his vehicle parked on William Street 
had been broken into. One stereo 
speaker was removed and another da-
maged. 
1:15 P.M. - An Electric Balance scale 
was reported stolen from Salisbury 
Laboratories. 
Computers are 
top gifts 
Campus Digest News Service 
More than 1.5 million Christmas trees 
will spread their branches over gift-
wrapped home computers this year. And 
Santa won't be th9 only one busy trying 
to meet the demand. 
Texas Instruments Inc. and Commo· 
dore International Ltd are already turn-
ing down orders for their Tl-99/4A and 
their VIC·20. Other computer manu-
facturers, such as Tandy Corp. and 
Warner Communications Inc. have more 
work ahead of them than Santa's elves 
Even If all computer-makers combine 
their efforts, there Is sttll noway they will 
ever fill all the orders, according to 
Michael Tomczyk, product manager for 
Commodore 
The biggest seller of them all 1s the 
Sinclair ZX81, licensed to Timex Corp. 
the Sinclair, with simplistic program-
ming, is hsled at $99.95 and 1s expected 
to account for one-third of all home 
computers sold in 1982. Other high-
selllng computers are all marked under 
$500. 
The popularity of home computers 
has greatly Increased because com-
petition has driven down prices more 
than 80 percent from last year. And now 
that many homes have video games and 
electronic toys, home computers are the • 
next loglcal Christmas gift. especially 
since a compu\8' can provide both 
entertainment and ueeful funct\on. 
Put some spice in your life 
at the new Margaritaville 
A 
1 O Prospect Street on Route 20 
Auburn, Mass. at 
Ouch 
Steak House 
Phone: 832-2553 
• 
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Republican Party not dead yet 
To the editor: 
The election is over, the tallies are in, 
and the people have spoken, or so it 
appears. The results yielded a State, 
called the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, that has offlclally become a 
true one party political State. In this 
thought, I wish to commend Govemor-
elect Mike Oukakls, for also being 
concerned about this fact and the 
ramifications that It holds for all of us. 
Old the Republicans lose an election, 
or were they "beaten" Into obllvlon? 
Loalng la when one Is down but not out. 
Being "beaten" la when one Is out 8tld 
will remain out. The Republican Party 
not only io.t a State but Is still stradled 
with the last vestige of an archaic 
dynasty trying to remain In the position 
of authority and responalbllity. The 
bottom line now says, to this writer, that 
there is no place for the Republicans to 
go except to remain on the floor or to get 
up and progresa forward with new 
leadership, new people, and a new sense 
of direction having a definitive plan of 
action. The archaic dynasty must now 
be removed and replaced with the new. 
the newcomers, and the young In age to 
the communities, to the counties, and to 
the State. 
This archaic dynasty that I speak of 
are the long term ''tenured" people who 
were once the backbone of the Republi-
can Party In its glorious past. This 
glorious put culminated In the vote 
count of November 2. 1982. These ''Old 
Timers" must be ousted totally: the 
Republican State Party Committee 
Members must be removed and re-
placed by Impeachment or recall; the 
Republlcan State Party Commitiee 
Chairman. and all others on the payroll, 
must be shoved to the side fines forever 
to be forgotten: a total and thorough 
house cleaning shall have to occur from 
the grass roots level of the Town/City 
Republican Committees to the State 
Republican Committee and everything 
In-between. 
The time has now come for the 
"radicals" to step in and take charge, 
with people such as myself being called 
just that. Yet. it must be kept In mind that 
the past method and approach used by 
these "old timers" has broken down Into 
a non-functioning system. The State 
Republican Party under the control and 
leadership of these "old timers" steer a 
ship having no rudder and whose main 
hull has rotted beyond the point of repair 
of salvation A new ship wlll have to be 
built. and shall be built, by the new 
enthusiasts and newcomer people of 
this Commonwealth. From whenever 
that coup d'etat occurs, It will take at 
least four years thereafter for the results 
of this rebuilding and surgence to begin 
to show itself initially. 
Only when the people decide enough 
is enough, and place their feet firmly and 
squarely on the ground, ratherthan to sit 
on the fence, will the Republlcan Party In 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
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forge ahead. Those of you who are 
believers in the Republican Party and a 
two party political system wlll have to 
stand-up and be counted and be count-
ed upon to step In. The opportunity for 
the creation of a new polltlcal philo-
sophy is upon us, and you who wish to 
finally do something other than sulk or 
complain now have that rare chance to 
accompllsh a positive and long lasting 
benefit for the many to reap the harvest 
of an honest, sincere. and trustworthy 
government that this locale, this county, 
and this State has lacked. 
This basic plan would have to be one 
that Includes - Recruitment of new 
activists; Training In every phase of 
political strata; Teaching In the phases 
of political activity; - Restructuring of 
the Republican Party political levels so 
as to have each level become closer to 
the grass roots base fine where the 
people will have a more direct contact 
and say in the Party worl<inqs, methods. 
philosophy, and financial structure; -
Recruitment of Candidates worthy of 
being candidates and worthy of the 
peoples' trust and confidence; - Party 
Finances to be planned for a more 
equitable share of financial aid to all 
Republican candidates; - Reactivation 
of the local Town Republican spirit and 
leadership; -·Creation of Republican 
Clubs so that people could cross Town/ 
City fines to aid and abet other Republi-
can Candidates in adjourning sister 
communities: - binding Conventions 
imposed on all; and a Republican State 
Committee and its hierarchy that will 
work for the Party and for the people at 
the grass roots level rather than for one's 
own self interest. Planning. scheduling, 
and execution must be the by-words for 
the forthcoming Republlcan Party in 
order for It to rise up and forge ahead to 
its rightful place In the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts. 
No, the Republican Party Is not dead, 
It Is scarred badly, hurt, and ln bad need 
of leadership and direction from new 
people and a new philosophical base. 
This resurgence shall come about as 
long as there are people who wlll stand-
up and add their voice, their thoughts, 
and their energies to reorganize, re-
structure, and build from the ground up 
a political party that has been destroyed 
by those people whose political life has 
passed them by and who are still living In 
the past decades. 
I once wrote a letter that stated a "new 
order" shall come to the Republican 
Party and now I believe that the time Is 
upon us - the new Party foyals - to 
step forward to do what has to be done. 
Yes, there will be casualties, and there 
will also be a winner In the end - the 
general populace - through the upward 
movement of the Republican Party. The 
American Spirit and the American Peo-
ple have not yet become that lacka-
daisical to allow a challenge and a goal 
to go unattended and not attained. 
Charles A. Kline 
President, Shrewsbury Republican Club 
( COM~ENTARY ) 
A case fo,r space 
by James Ross and from Earth's orbit, something scien-
As a child of the space age, born four lists and astronomers have been wish-
years after Sputnik 1 have been exposed Ing for ages. When the scientists 
to so many scientific wonders that my started to Inquire Into the possibili-
sense of importance has become dulled ties of using the shuttle tor experiments. 
My generation, long accustomed to however, they were told that research 
space shuttles and computers, has be- space was very llmited, as the shuttle 
come bored with scientific discoveries was primarily for transporting satellites 
Instead of pushing for research and Into orbit. NASA even went so far as to 
knowledge, we push for money. Catch agree to sell one of the shuttles to an 
phrases like "cost-effectiveness" and American corporation, and no one com-
"commerclal feaslblllty" have replaced plained at all. NASA, which once aimed 
"lehr und kunst." This transition is very at putting a man on the moon for the 
clearly shown tn our space program. purpose of research. has become a 
When Ronald Reagan became Presi- space-ship dealership, comparable to 
dent in 1980, NASA, along with all other the local Ford dealer, and no one .cares 
government agencies, anticipated a The root of ttie problem is buried In 
budget cut. What the space agency did tl'le dirt of politics, as with most of our 
not expect. and w.hat the President did problems. In the late sixties and early 
do, was a nearly comp1ete cut of all seventies, when some segments of the 
funds for activities without obvious public began to complain about the 
commercial potential Missions such 88 large amounts of money being spent on 
the Halley's comet flyby, and the Inter- the program, NASA's scientists defend-
natlonal Solar Polar mission, both ed the expenditures by pointing out the 
"pure" research operations, completely tremendous commercial applications of 
disappeared from budget allocations their technology Thus. when the budget 
Actually, the only major item on NASA's got tight, the government began to press 
agenda for the last two years has been for more commercial action and less 
the space shuttle. The shuttle, an amaz- re~earch . We now have a group of non-
Ing technological achievement, prom- sc1ent1sts trying to run NASA at a profit. 
lsea relatively cheap transportation to Unfortunately, programs such as Vov-
(contlnued on page 5) 
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What do you think about the Consortium Shuttle Bus Stop? 
Interviews by Mark Skinner. Photographs by Geoff Strage. 
1. 
"I stand out front (of Riley) because 
the shuttle bus stops here. But the 
shelter still looks nice and I like It. The 
pattern Is not that strong of where It 
stops ..• I mean. if everyone waited by 
the stop, I would too.·· 
- Chris Juliano '84 LS 
"1 llke It." 
11- --~--'Aao•ronlQl/8llnl '83 ME 
Initiative needed 
by Mark Skinner 
Newspeak Staff 
The bus stop was completed last 0 
Term at a cost of over $20,000. It was 
bultt to provide a place for students to 
wait for the shuttle other than Riley Hall. 
At the same time several new Informa-
tional boards were installed, This 0 and 
A was undertaken to study why this 
structure is underutilized. Several stu-
dents mentioned that since the bus 
stops in front of Riley. that's the best 
place to wait. while the two drivers 
Indicated that they atop wherever the 
most people are waiting. Both groups 
seemed very willing to change their 
ways, but neither saw a pressing need to 
change them. Hence, the situation will 
remain as It Is until one side Initiates 
action, My inspection of the shelter 
revealed that the roof leaked onto the 
bench inside and the bench itself was 
fairly low to the ground. The smoked 
glass did a very good job of blocking out 
the winter winds. 
Christmas shopping the N-M way 
Campus Digest News Service 
Having trouble corning up with unique 
Christmas gifts this year? Well look no 
further. The 1982 Neiman Marcus cata-
log has the answers to all your gift 
problems. 
A favorite friend would certainly ap-
preciate a gift of hand-sorted Malossel 
caviar from the Caspian Sea - 2.20 lbs 
for $800.00. Or for the friend who loves 
to cook, you can choose a giant carved 
wooden carp kettle-hangerfor the kitch-
en - a steal at $725.00 
You can surprise your pet with a pair 
of custom prescription sunglasses, for 
only $32.50. Or Impress your mom with.a 
gift of a week's stay at the famous 
Greenhouse spa ($2200). 
The small child on your gift fist would 
love N-M's "Supper Teddy" bear, just 
$855.00. (that's only $285.00 per foot.) 
And then there's the ultimate gift -
the famous His/Her Gift for 1982, for that 
very special person . The price tag -
$20,000. And what does $20,000 buy? An 
exercise bike 
That's right. It's called the Laser-
tour and It's equipped with a Llfecycle, a 
projector and a LaserDlsc You can ride 
through lavlsh landscapes, choosing 
your scenery as you cycle. A real 
bicycling adventure. Buyer beware of 
hidden costs, however. Delivery costs 
are not included In the price 
But. If all these gifts are out of your 
price range, don't despair. Nieman-
Marcus has thoughtfully provided its 
catalog shoppers with four pages of gifts 
under $25 . 
... space exploration worthwhile 
(continued from page 4) 
ager and the Halley's comet mission are 
not very profitable. 
Despite their economic benefits, I. for 
one, deplore these changes. Certainty, a 
trip to Halley's comet is not "cost-effec-
tive," but Imagine the tremendous pic-
tures we could get of the comet as It 
rounds the aun. Imagine the Incredible 
leap forward our understanding of com-
ets. and therefore of our universe. would 
take. Voyager I and ti , in the few years 
since their launch. have at least doubled 
all the knowledge of our universe gath-
ered In all the years before them. Was 
Voyager "cost-effective"? Not In any 
conventional sense. Was Voyager worth 
what It cost? Every penny 
The latter questl<9n depends on the 
meaning of the word "worth." Voyager 
did not generate a great sum of money 
for the government; in fact, the program 
cost millions of dollars and brought 1n 
none. However. the Information gained 
was priceless Every piece or infor-
mation gathered through scientific re-
search can only aid man In his struggle 
to survive. A businessman, for example, 
does not want to go Into complicated 
negotiations with another corporation 
without first gathering all the infor-
mation he can find about that corpor-
ation. Should we begin negotiating with 
nature, the most mysterious partner of 
all. without first learning all we can 
about her Every Iota of knowledge 
gained is a new hope for survival, and is 
therefore "worth" a great deal. 
(continued on pao- 9) 
2. 
"The riders have always waited there, 
for three or four years now. just 
because It's warmer in the winter, you 
know, and In the summer they can hang 
out more on the steps. I'm willing to stop 
both places if people are there, If the bus 
stop was heated it would have been a 
better idea. The new bus stop still looks 
good. But I suppose if people use It 
when it rains or later at night, It Is 
worthwhile." 
- Dan Ward '84 CS 
Shuttle Bus Driver 
3. 
"I've never waited at 1he bus stop I 
stand Inside (Alley foyer) beeauae It's 
warmer. It (the bus) has alwava stopped 
In front or the steps, ••. tradition. I don't 
think It (the shelter) was needed." 
- David Capotosto '84 MGE 
- Ed Walls '83 CM 
Shuttle Bus Driver 
Pagel 
Another episode In 
the saga of Saga 
by John S. Dranchak 
Newspeak Staff 
It ls a rare occurence In this day and 
age to see an opening act that compares 
In any way to the main aot on the bill at a 
major rock concert. But, every rule has 
Its exception, and the exception was 
seen this put Tuesday (December 7th) 
when Saga opened for Pat Benatar at the 
Centrum here In Worcester. Saga star-
ted thefr pertormance a couple of min-
utes earlier than scheduled and due to 
this fact, many people were not In their 
seats. let alone Inside the Centrum. 
When Saga first appeared on stage, the 
crowd that wu there didn't seem moved, 
one way or another, but that soon 
changed. 
Soon after they opened with "This 
Time" (unreleased In the U.S.), the 
crowd seemed to soak them up. 
Throughout the evening, lead vocallst 
Michael Sadler and multl-lnstrumenta-
llt Jim Crichbl 9)(Cfw ig&d bass and key-
board di6!s, both eeemlng equally al 
home on either instrument. About twen-
ty minutes Into the show, Saga changed 
theif pace from their usual up-tempo art 
rock. to a slow ballad ("No Regrets") 
which "8tured keyboardist Jim Giimour 
on lead vocals and clarinet. The factthat 
they could play such a slow tune and s1111 
keep the audience under their control is 
quite an accomplishment. How many 
rock bands do you know of that can get 
away with putting a ballad right smack in 
the middle of a high energy show? 
They Immediately rEHStabllshed the 
momentum of their show with "Wind him 
Up", which featured percussionist Steve 
Negus on a Simmons electronic drum 
kit. Following this, Steve Negus and 
Michael Sadler performed a unique duet 
which featured Negus on acoustic 
drums and Sadler on synthesized per-
cussion (in a briefcase). Negus and 
Sadlef played a very tasteful P8fCuaslon 
solo which, thanks to its emphasis on 
rhythm and melody (that's right, melody 
on the drums). held the audience's 
attention very well. 
Saga concluded their forty minute set 
with the popular hit "On The Loose." For 
some reason though, this song didn't 
have the drive or the energy that the rest 
~~~-o_f_thefr .show had. Also, much to 
bWt)'Otle S <J•sappcl1 etMPat,.Saga d idn•t 
even do an encore. The reasoning 
behind this Is not clear to me, but the 
audience definitely wanted to hear 
more. 
As for the rest of the show? Pat 
Benatar put on a well-executed show 
with no major faults, barring the ex-
cessive volume levels. She thoroughly 
entertalned the audience, but left them a 
little confused from time to time by using 
arrangements that were different from 
her records I welcomed this new out-
look on some old music, although most 
of the audience did not. Perhaps they 
should just sit home and listen to their 
albums until they realize how boring this 
music can get for musicians who have to 
play it note for note, night after night. 
DISCOUNT ARMY-NAVY 
STORE 
WORCESTER COUNTY'S 
LARGEST ARMY & NAVY 
STORE 
"WHERE YOU CAN 
ONLY GET IT 
CHEAPER IF YOU 
ENLIST' 
148 Main St., {near Lincoln Sq.) 
across from Marriott Hotel. 
••• 753-2684 ... 
NEWSPEAK 
Get yourself a good-paying job that starts 
paying you while you' re still in school. 
Quallfled students selected for the Navy's 
Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program 
earn over $1 ,000 a month until graduation. 
and a $3,000 selection bonus. This is not 
ROTC. Finish school with a prestigious 
engineering management position awaiting 
you upon graduation. The Nuclear Power 
Program offers superb benefits, and the 
Tuesday, December 14, 1982 
best training In the world. Starting salary Is 
competi11ve. Alter four years, you'll earn 
over $40,0001 Strong calculus, and calculus· 
based physics background, plus demon· 
strated academic excellence a must. U.S. 
Citizens only. Navy officers will be on 
campus for interviews on December 16. 
Sign up at OGCP, or call collect (61n 223·5543 
for an appointment. 
Thinking Graduate School? 
THINK BENTtEv=COlCEGE ! 
Dedicated to the development of liberally-educated 
professionals, the Graduate School at Bentley College 
offers men and women who know where they're going a 
choice of five distinctive master's programs designed 
to prepare them for successful careers as employable 
and promotable business professionals. 
• The Master of Science In Accountancy 
• The Master of Science ln Computer Information 
System• . 
• The Maater of Selene• ln Finance 
• The Master of Science In tmixatlon 
• The Muter In Business Administration 
AFOUNDATIONFORTHEFUTURE 
Graduate study at Bentley can be the perfect comple-
ment to your undergraduate degree In providing you 
the kind of solid preparation you want for a successful 
career In business. 
OPEN TO ALL UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS 
Men and women enter Bentley's graduate programs 
from a wide variety of backgrounds, Including liberal 
arts and sciences, engineering, and humanities as well 
as business-related fields. 
The majority of lndlvlduals who come to further their 
studies In Bentley's MBA and MSA programs bring 
undergraduate majors In the fields other than business. 
PRIME LOCATION 
Bentley College Is situated at the heart of Route 128, 
Massachusetts' high technology belt, and just nine 
miles from Boston, with Its many cultural attractions. 
APPUCATIONS 
Processing of applications for fall 1983 admissions 
begins March 15. 
Register now for the January 29 Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Test (GMAT} to ensure that your file 
is complete. Get a GMAT registration form from your 
career planning and placement office or by writing: 
GMAT -Educational Testing Services, Box 966, 
Princeton, NJ 08541. 
r---------------------------
To obtain more. I BENTLEY PJ.EASE KND ME MORIE INFONIATION ON THIE FOLLOWING "'°°"AMS: 
information about I COW GE MS In Accountancy MS In Taxation graduate study at I MS In Computer Information Master In Bueiness Administration Systems Bentley College, call I Waltham, MA 02254. MSlnAnanee (617) 891-2108 I I AM INTERESTED IN: 1 Part·ttme study Full-time study 
or send this coupon I 00 to Bentley College Name Graduate School, I Street Waltham, MA 02254. I City State Zip I I College pt'Mefltty .uendlng 
Tu .. dey, December 14, 1882 NEWS PEAK Pege7 
Waiting list for Epcot Intersession Trip January '16 - January 21, 1983 
OGCP WOllK•IDN 
EXPLORING 
NEW DIRECTIONS 
IN TECHNOLOGY 
AND SOCIETY 
INTERSESSION 198.3 
Students or faculty wishing to be on the waiting-list for the WPI EPCOT 
trip s~ould contact the Intersession Office In the Project Center, 
extension 5591. 
It there are openings, the trip cost Including round-trip air fare from 
Boston, five nights lodging (double occupancy), four day pass in 
EPCOT/WOW, and all transfers In Orlando and WOW is $370.00. 
Before We Put You In Cha!1e Of The World's 
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment, 
We Put You ThroUlh The World's 
Most Sophisticated M""uclear Training. 
It takes more than 16 that most of the men 
~. .. 
training to become a 
fully qualified officer in 
the Nuclear Navy. You 
begin with four months 
of leadership training. 
Then as a Navy officer 
you get a full year of 
graduate-level training 
~,--~w~ho operate the 
reactors m prt,\181~,.......,....--,,-=---...,..-:,........._._~-........ ~-1 ... - -
industry started in the 
Nuclear Navy.) 
It takes more time 
and more effort to 
become an officer in the 
Nuclear Navy. But the 
_,...,.....-i.._ ... rewards are greater. too. 
unavailable anywhere else at any price. 
Navy training is based on more than 
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right 
now the Navy operates over half the 
nuclear reactors in America. And the 
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most 
sophisticated in the world. That's why 
your Navy training is and must be the 
most sophisticated in the world. 
The rewards can begin as early as 
your junior year in college. Qualify. and 
the Navy will pay you approximately 
$1000/month while you finish school. 
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy. 
you have decision-making authority 
immediately. You get important manage· 
After four years, with regular 
promotions and salary increases. you can 
be earning as much as $37.400. That's on 
top of a benefits package that includes 
medical and dental care, and 30 days' 
vacation earned every year. More 
responsibility. more money, more future. 
So, if you're majoring in math. 
engineering or the 
physical sciences. and 
you want to know more 
about a future in 
nuclear power. fill in 
the coupon. 
ment responsibiJity 
fast. Because in the 
Navy, as your knowl· 
edge grows, so does 
your responsibility. 
Your training and 
experience place you 
among the country's 
most qualified profes-
sionals. (No surprise 
r ;;;\"-;;l~;.;:-ll;;-T;- - - --: ;; 1 
I li"FOR!'.t \I ION t:9'N n:n I PO Ren 1111110, ( hltnn , NJ 0101 '1 
I a ""'"'"' ... nd "" nin••· •nfurmauun about I I bccom1n11 an 0Hi1·1•r In the Nucl~ur ~D\'} 10!1l l I 
I Nnm" i~ rtt 1N"""'' 1'1mt I I•• I AdtJ,,.,... AJ11 •--
1 C'U,Y "11111 ZIP--- I I Al(l • +l'C1llrK• l l'nlv1•r• lt)·---- I 
I 
tY .. r In CClllfp t Ul'J\ 1 
• Maior/ Mlnor·---------
1 Phunt Numbt'r I tX,.. C'odti (t;•t Tom to {all 
I 'n•• It tar ..,,wirel ,.,-ntltl'nPfU 111forfftat111Ut 'Hu.1 d u tloC J\a\t t o I f"'millh D)' ol 1M •nfn'T"•l;oft Pl"CIV.•tlfd Ot o>UrM. lttr ~ -~ 
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Thday's Nuclear 
Navy is an opportunity 
like no other in the 
world. 
I 
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REYW.P.I.! 
ISN'T IT TIME YOU STARTED SKIING 
AT THE ALL NEW 
WACHUSETT MOUNTAIN SKI AREA'! 
Wachusett Mountain is all new this year and we 
have mountain skiing right in your back yard. 
Students can get up to 50°/o off* on skiing packages. 
You might even WIN the package you choose if your 
registration is in by Dec. 22 for intersession programs or 
Jan. 1st for our 6-week programs. 
YOU COULD WIN THE PROGRAM YOU CHOOSE! 
- .,,.,,t Ille """"* wor1l Ing hltd IO INkt ~I
Mountain the be9t. anCI moet 
comfortable lkl .,.. you c.n 
!Ind In Cenlt• I New England w. didn't ...... 
ona atone unturned. You'r• going to be 
piMaantly SUl"tlflMd whet\ you 11""9 IO find 
...... - pMllng teolllty, • llfllncl - 320 
loot. full ..vice beM lodge rmore about lflls 
19191). all ot out IOn!Mf trails thfO!bd, Wkl• 
ened Ind regreded, plus 6 btllld new rraJla 
added along wllh OtM of Ille bell beGinnet· 
novtc:e - In the c:ountr-,; a rated by Jtm 
BtMCh a1 Snc>-Enga-Jng, consutlants on 
Che project. ThlS .,_II~ by I brand 
-UOO'doutlleehattl 11~1 lllL We 
alao 8ddlc! I 3..100' dou1 r 
.,,,._,_Wftlim-..a twb 
Wit '911Ultt our 2.800' C>ldlooow T Bal whlch wtU 
HfYlce new trails and old. Best of 1U we ha'l9 
100% enowmaklng and night llkllng on our 
entlnt al(>lne 1111, which will 01111r•ntee you 
great llr.ltng nlQht Of City. tn alT - ha.,. over 
80.:resol altllng with 12 trllla, 2Cha rlllta,1 
T·bllr lt1d pony lilt 11 mtles of cross coun1ry 
trails ate now ecceaa1ble end 11"1 all nghl ln 
your bllckylfd 
Our uekat aalea w1U be llmtted to 1900 per 
e1ay/11lgl1t pe11oel eo try not to bl left out: 1eg 
llt&r now to guarantee your 1to1 All our Pf0-
gram11 are guar1nteed reslfVatlOnt 
9-helUIJ' ... ,.•_..,.· 
Our new base lodge has NM!n. . · totally designed w ith ycu in: • ...,,; • 
mind. It's a 320' long, lull aer. 
vice l eclllty that wilt houaa 
the akl achool, rental shop.._. · 
• llh 800 paiia of bratlCI new ~ 
skla. boots end bindings, 75 Noidlc sets, 
gatlwtng encl lounge llffl wllh lockefa and 
storage. our lull aervice caftlerta wlll feed 
you whe11 you're hungry 1nd move you 
quld<ly to our~ -1•1\0 spota to u1tax and 
8"/0Y t~ '-re. not to mentlofl the view Our 
r&iaed louoga area win Mal ano!IW 125 peo. 
pie and ortar refreshments 10 keep the good 
11mes ro111ng All In 111. ~ can'tlhlnk ol a aer· 
Y1C8 )'OU could fie.I that we won't have. II 
you can. let us know 
This blse leclllly will be OPen ,.._,round 
and ..,111 be IYaDable lof meetings conven-
tiona. -ic!lllQS and any other good ll!MO 
==·=•WWWU«J.-_.,. Prepw 
4long will! OUf new llcllUy ~ 
terrain , 11111, lighting and 
snowmalung. - 111111 be run-
ning more programs 1111n ,._ .- -~ 
ever be lore Bualnesaas, ;;;;...A , 
schools and eolleges will be enjoying our 
mountain along with our own racing and 
freestyle groups 
The Equitable Family Ski Challenge will 
bring fam1ll15 togelher and at night bust· 
nessea wlll be competing aga•net eeoh 
other. not wnh produc1, bu! their own race 
teamS- Our .ski .school Is one of the beet In 
Iha country and they have a few things up 
lhelr sleeves, too. The Coocs, Coln-Operated 
race against lhe clock course, wlll make Its 
oeout at W.Chusett thla year. 
Lota to do, Iota to see, Iola to experience 
anel have fun with. It's your mountain to 
aome and enfoy. 
Dt...na-
Lika we .. id, we're right In your beck yard. 
WORCESTER·EUy I CC"8. only 16 mllu 
from dow11to wn. The new 1·190 norlh to 
Route t~ nortr1 to the big Wachueell Moun-
"'" alan. turn left and In a couple of minutes 
you're "here ~ ~n also gel here from 122A 
north to Routa 31 -t to Princeton Centec 
1nd r1gnt atralght up Mountain Road 
BOSTON·51 m1lea ltom dowOIOWfl. Just get 
to Route 2 (Moha wtc Trail) and head west. 
~~'.b~'ii,~ headsouthonty 
be amazed how quickly you can learn how to 
ski 
To rate your ability you can use lhe follow· 
Ing rating 11y11tem Just mark II on the appll· 
callon below. 
A-Beginner, never have aklld belCHe at a ski 
., .. 
a.can ride a 1111 that you gr1Sp with your 
hinds, but have trouble &topping and turn· 
Ing. 
ccan ride 1 T·bar or chair 1111, can <10 wedge/ 
snowplow turns. and traverae and stop, 
O.S1ar11ng to lkl lnttt; Pt• tkid 1n turl\9 and 
can Pl parallel~ of Iha time 
E.C.11 do parallel turn1 fairly well and knows 
how to UM poles lor turning 
F .C.11 Clo lho<t quick parallel turns 1n steep 
ten1111, moguls, deep snow ana In Ice. 
--1.Ntn 10 ekl IOf FrM ""< - I>' 
All ~ have to Clo ta 1111 oul · ;il. ' 
the form below and eend II ~~ '" 
baelc to us with yoorcl'I01<:e of ; 
programs alono wllh your "'• 
check, money Ofder Of credtl card number by 
the deadline, and on Januery 1 sl we will ran· 
domly drew 1 name from tho reglstrallons 
from your aollega and refund your money. 
You wlnl ft'S as almple as that . Please note 
tha deadline for eacn pro0rarn on lhe regl11· 
lratlon entry form below 
II you need lunher lnlormauon abOul tho all 
American Teaching methcid and ihe Gradu· nciw Wachuaett Mounllln Ski Aroa or noed 
ated Length Method. Wo'll nave you enfoylng asslalonce with transporlatlon, Jusl give us 
the mounlaln right from the start and you'll a call al <164 2788; wa·u be happy 10 help )o:---------------------------------------------------------------- -1982-83 Ski Program and Contest Registration Form for W.P.I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PLEASE PRINT (Dorm) 
YourName~------------------------~--------------~Age _________ Phone~~H~o~m_e~l~-------~Date~-----------
... 
'1111' 
Your College Address (Home) ________________ Malllng A<fdress ___________________ Clty ____________ Zlp __ _ 
In the copy above you will find the skiing ability llst. 
Please read and mark your ablllty level below 
Class bfvel ATM/GLM rA IB jC 10 IE IF 
L II renting, please ltll In. _ Height Weight Shoe size 
Recreational 
skiing only 
(No Le!lsons) 
0 
TO ENTER CONTEST: 
College LO. No. ___________ _ 
Student or Faculty 
Deadline (See Program Deadline) 
Orders received after this data will be charged an 
additional SS.00 processing fee. 
Ple•M choose either or both programs. add up services and aenel check, money order, or charge card number to Wachusell Mt Ski Area Moun111n Rd , 
Princeton, Mus 01541 by (see prooram deadline) 
Must beln 
by Dec. 22 
lntersesalon 
You choose the week • 4 consecutive daya 
Monday. Jan. 3rd thru 6th [. Monday, Jan. 10th thru 
13th Monday. Jan 17th thru 20th 
1. Skiing & Lessons (4 hit tickets and 4 t hour lessons) .... $30.00 
2.. Rec. Sl<llng only (4 sessions, no lff:!lons).............. $24.00 
Six Week, Day or Evening Program 
(To star1 Jan. 31at) 
Friday night or any weekday morning 
1 Skiing & Lessons (61111 tickets and 6 1 hour lessons) .... S38.00 
2. Rec. Skiing only {6 sessions, no lessons) . • . . . • . • • • • • • $32.00 
3. Rental Equipment (for 6 lull sessions) . . . . • . • • . • $32.00 
Must be in 
by Jan. 1 
i 4, Optional rental breakage insurance (C 'lesslons). 
I 5 . ·open class or skiing program (random days} add. .... . 510.00 0 5. 'Open class <>r skiing program (random days). add _ $10.00 ( J 
3. Rental Equipment (for 4 full sessions) ••••.. , . • • • • • • . • $27.00 
4. Optional rental breakage Insurance (4 sessions), . • . • • • . S 4.00 $ 4.00 ll 
I -r. t I S '!\- Pn<o S•llnn 4 lu1on1 l!lO 00 Total $ - I I ·~ l'nc• ''""G •I:::· prefer d::ent :::s or dates, please call and we will :,:ange a ~rogram to meet your needs. I I check one Total Enclosed s___ I 
I D MC Visa Card"----------- Bank#__________ Exp. Date I 
I The undersigned assumes any and all responsibility for personal Injury and/or loss of or damage to personal property. I 
I I 
I Signature -~ II 64-2 ·I I All - - _. J'"'. WACHUSETT MOUNTAIN SKI AREA-Mountain Road-Princeton Mass. 01541-(617) 4 355 or(617) 464·2788 I 
I C... ••1 1111•• ., -"' tn cooperation with the Massachuseua Department of Environmental Management, Division of Forests and Parks I 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tu .. day,Decetnber14,1YU2 NEW SPEAK Page9 
( 
!~--....---------~~~------~---~- ----• t NEWSPEAK will run classifieds free for all WPI students facult Q 
I staff. Free classifieds are limited to 6 lines. Those over 6 lines' must~;~~ I for at the off-camp':'S rate of 35 cents/line. DeadMne Is Friday noon fort~ following Tuesday issue. Mall to WP/ Newapeak, Box 2472, or bring to WP• Newspeak, Room 01. basement, Sanford Riley Hall. Forms must be filled ou ·: }I with name, address, and phone number for ad to be printed. No last names 
I
I or last name Initials, addresses, or phone numbers will be printed in I 
I personal ads. ' 
' I I 
' 
NAME ------------~ PHONE ______ _ 
ADOAES8 __________ TOTAL ENCLOSEO 
----
I AO TO READ AS FOLLOWS; -------------,.-------------------------~' 
--------------------------------------1 I I 
I --------------------------------------' ' 
--------------------------------------• I 
------------------------------------' I 
--------------------------------------' I 
--------------------------------------1 I 
-------------------------------------• . ----~~~~~--~--------•I Al dl11Nl1a tub#eef to .,.ce Nm....._ ----·----·--~-- --------- • .J 
SWE I• 1pon1orlng a Chrt1tm11 tree 
lightlng ceremony today In the lower 
Wedge from 4:00-5:00. Thi• Includes 
carolling by WPI vocal group• and 
refreshments. All are welcome to 1ttendl 
Send a Candy Cane to your Friend• -
Wedneaday Is the la•t d•yl For 25C per 
cane - Proceed• go to Da Dee Ding -
Spon1ored by Alpha Phi Omega. Out-
tide the Bookstore 11-1, Tu ... and 
Wednead1y. 
SALES REPS WANTED - Need exl111 
cash? Self-motlv•ted? Want to Mt your 
own houn? Be your own boa. Become 
• Hlfl representative for ARK Student 
Bedding, Inc. Income potentt.I 11 up to 
you. Must hn• own phone. For further 
Information, write: ARK Student Bed-
ding, Inc., P.O. Box 534, Wenham, MA 
01984. 
TYPING - Renonable rates. Ml"9. 
Cahlll, 755-8551. 
•••LOST In OGCP on TuHdey, Decem· 
ber 7; a WPI wlrebound notebook. I need 
thtM notes to pn1 • courM and my 
Comp. PLEASE contec:t box 544 or call 
792-9272. No queatlon• aaked. Rew•rd 
otterect.••• 
Nuke occupanta 1A and 1B on the blow 
up list. 
Donna, I'm glad you enjoyed your party. 
I hope you and PM Wee .,. happy and 
hulthy alwQSI Beet Wtahea, Meek. 
GRACE - HERE'S TO OUR FIRST 
CHRISTMAS TOGETHER • • • AND 
MANY MORE TO COME. I LOVE YOUI 
- DIZZI XOXOXO 
.•. a case tor space 
(conUnued from pege 5) 
The e)(ploratlon of space has psycho-
toglcal, as well as utilltarlan, benefits. I 
do not believe that anyone who watched 
and heard Nell Armstrong as he stepped 
on the moon for the first time, or 
watched Columbia land gracefully In the 
desert. or saw the pictures of Saturn sent 
from Voyager did not experience at least 
a small shiver of pride at being part of 
these accomplishments. In a nation 
where a rock star is hyperbolically 
described as "awesome," we feel good 
when we see something that really Is 
awesome. The collective ego boost we 
received from Apollo 11 inspired setf-
confldence worth a thousand times the 
money spent. The nation was happy to 
see our abilltles put to a non-mlhtary 
use 
Despite the high cost. the exploration 
of space Is a worthwhile and important 
endeavor. The future of humanity and a 
healthy national ego are two Important. 
valuable aide effects ot the apace pro-
gram. 
) 
EV SQUISH! Oct. 16 end dirty aox m•y 
come and go, but AP, apricots and 
kl•MY f•c. are here to •taytl Love, 
SSSSBB. P.S. - E.8.H.S.V.M.B.&C.O. 
#1 
TO EASY, MOSEY (I. BHHy), 
SLEAZY. AND QUEASY - I hope you .. , 
heYe a greet vecdon. See you In 
January! 
Lon, llREEZV 
Attention Stoddard A lloya: Thenk1 a lot 
for all the c.rda, flowen, and well 
........ They meent • lot. Sony the 
tNnka came IO late. 
P.S. lpeclal lhanb to: 
lllke •. 
BobL 
lllchelle c. 
PMll P. and the bop from lkMlcMnl B 
- The a.lmcM• .. Kid "Sal" 
llHI: Just think! euctly 71 ,_,. an.r 
Kitty H8Wll. you'I Mn 20I Happy Blrth-
deyl Happy Kitty H8Wk D.yt 
PUNTI: What .. wrong with you ... 
year? You haft become • rul fnlt boyl 
Don't be • wimp, come party with the 
W_. St. lloys. 
~ ~EASO!{:S {jREETING8 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
t § 
i 
**U:u .All wlio l1elpet\ multe tl1e foll tl1edrl' acnnntt ut l'J\.13 nu unq1ttt1 i fi cd succrDe 
Dor iJ :Abrnmuon 
Al un >.111.s tram 
~<i m Duurnun 
Rubert t. nlnckeu 
~~ntl1erine Dalton 
3,lut ri ell Drennan 
Gurguret ?lroili:ierltle 
tlrrnurd Droun 
Dauid Drawn 
!ti c ~ i e llilrnJI 
Juli llllll bU1'8P 11 
~i nuu C!:apuono 
~aul <::us.e 
Jal1 n <::au i du 
!fon CIJ (!]1 ttf i 8 
CCundice <ll1ir9ofis 
<Carol <l:l orlt 
<::t1ristopl1rr ~!arr 
~mnuuu 'Rauen 
511sn11 £nyl's 
5cott Ueneutt ld 
m1arles neuent4nl 
ti 11 lloll and 
ti i J1 i um JlllW e 
?.lumanitiea Department 
Jfc~u and t4e !epern 
Danttld Jol111.son 
trinn ?~eaglJ 
• 
!? .(5.3 .~. 
?:ri den ~inrwnad 
?'ri st in ?lygnrd 
~eon O'Donnell 
:i:ri.etrn Cnuf 
tHunt E-eruices 
trnd ?!irkrtt 
Anne t!rournrl1er 
l'.nt11d1e ~eia 
1l11uiil ?'irl 
?Jnu e r.awe 11 
Jay c e ro.e en 
micl}uel r.o.eenblum 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
Q:u titer in e <toy nt 
£ou is C!:urrau 
OUrnn DeCura 
Derell Daugl1t11 
Iti ell ~lutrltn 
l~eu !ani rr 
rric £1mh 
Jeanne £.e(':hire 
~earl (.in 
(rns und £ig!1ts 
5u.snn Cacanta 
Dnu i a:l £.ngmasld 
Jrunn i ne etat11on 
£,aura tilnclterti rl1 
;'nonne fl1utld n 
Jayne 5trenk 
?'11rt i.e 5tepl} en.e 
~ntt~ew ~ti nr~field 
~nul u;. 
l~uren mpmquan 
Tlnu e l!rl} en i cit 
~enne ~11illuncaurt 
i :Jal,11 11nn l\lstynr 
~red 1~rpal}au.eky 
£lnrc r'.llJ i fl> 
l!laru t'l1ite 
crre.eo r.illiamson 
ffiur!J Vetl1 ?"'nodciard 
Strpl; en tly 1 i e 
(im\tt Zicglrr 
§ 
i § 
~ 
-it• 
tr i c I: nus t ram 
tr.arlt :'"'i h(!)rrald 
tstl1er ~r i et\r.umn 
<!:u ro 11' C3r rn r do 
CQ) r i af l' l ~O!J 
}rnnlt Oirnson 
:Jonttnl' C>urld n 
1;dwun\ Uarury 
I(ei tl1 C:nc?!enl 
Jolin Clurt\en 
m, e Cln .8 l}ll l' 
A1tt\ r rm l'ln l t 11 ews 
[!iznbrt~ Oendez 
!lrl'w Cleu1\i tt1 
Cnurn Cli c11m1il 
Cri.el1 flurrny 
And tlJl' munu ntl1ern u1l1n offrred tl1rir support. 
i § 
§ 
§ 
~ 
~r~n Susan Dick .•. Cf'HANI( '¥OU! 
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WPI defeats four Division I Schools 
Wrestlers post greatest week In WP/ history 
WPI destroys Boston College 
by J•" Lenard 
Newspeak Staff 
The WPI Wrestling Team destroyed 
the hosting Bolton College Squad 43-3 
in a meet this PUt Wednesday. While the 
Eagles" record d ropped to o-3, the 
Engineers· win upped their record to 3-0. 
The Engineers won 9 out of the 10 
matches and collected 3 pins. Apparent· 
ly, the biggest problem that WPI had was 
making weight The score. however, 
indicates that the team was on the wtiole 
able to accomplish the task. 
After B.C. forfeited the first match to 
Rich Testa, WPI gained an early lead and 
never looked back. Roland Marquis and 
Jeff Horowitz both followed by pinning 
their opponents. The only paints taken 
by BC. were at the 142 pound weight 
class, where Lou Csldrello lost a tough 
dectalon, 11·7 Paul Wyman followed by 
winning a tough battle, 4·1 .At this point, 
the Eagles appeared to still have a 
chance in the meet, but WPI was not 
about to give B.C. a chance. WPI totally 
dominated the remaining matches. be-
ginning with Stu MacEachern's pin of 
his opponent. John Atkinson and Mike 
Thorn followed with major decisions, 
and Bob Schwartz wrapped up the 
proceedings by gaining a 12-4 superior 
decision. Rich Boosey's services were 
not needed in the heavyweight category, 
as B.C. forfeited the final match of the 
meet. 
If the first three meets of the season 
are any indication. the WPI Wrestling 
Squad appears to be on the way to 
another great season. So far, their 
biggest challenge has been making the 
weight. If this challenge can be over-
come, the Engineers seem destined to 
go far. 
Wrestlers take a tri-meet 
by Joe Grimes In New England In Division I, 19-17. WPI 
Sports Editor finished the day defeating two other 
The WPI wrestling team rolled Into the Division I schools· well respected UNH, 
University of New Hampshire ready to 27·12, and U Maine at Orono, 34-13. 
take on their biggest challenge of the WPI knew that Harvard was the team 
year. They not only met that challenge. to beat and Bob Soares wasted no time 
but pulled off their best day In WPI putting the Engineers on the board with 
w restling history. They started off by a 16-0 victory over Harvard's Steve 
defeating Harvard, ranked number one Fabry. Roland Marquis continued to put 
Paul . Horgan scores five goals In one game 
Hockey climbs to 5-3 
by Steve Demers 
Newspeak Staff 
The Hockey Engineers, coming off a 
20 win and one loss season last year, 
post a repecttul 5-3 record neering the 
halfway mat* of the 82-83 season keep-
ing them on top of the New England 
Small College Club Hockey League and 
defending their title. 
The season opener against last year's 
second place finishers. Wentworth Insti-
tute of Technology was disappointing to 
say the least. The lack of the precise 
passing the WPI Icemen are best noted 
tor. combined with a ghostly fog and an 
incredibly psyched Wentworth team 
resulted In the 7-3 toss. Junior wing Paul 
the game. The Engineers took a 1-0 lead 
on a goal by freshman Dave Rossi, but 
Wentworth tied It up with just 50 sec-
onds left in the flrst period Paul Hogan 
put us ahead. but again they tied the 
game at two apiece. Forty seconds later, 
the Engineers found themselves up by 
two on goals from Ken Lovegreen and 
Mike Horgan. Wentworth closed lo 
within one. but Jim O'Keefe and Mike 
Horgan scored again putting us past the 
reach of Wentworth's scoring ability. 
Then disaster struck as the WPI Ice-
men dropped two In a row to U.R.I and 
M.l.T, At Rhode Island, the Engineers 
took a one to nothing lead on a short-
handed goal scored by freshman Mike 
( ___ ~_po_R_T_s __ ___,,) 
Fortier managed to score two of the 
three goals for the Engineers. 
Brandeis saw a different WPI team 
altogether. The first period ended in a 
hard-fought scoreless tie as It appeared 
the game would be a goalie's duel with 
big stops at both ends by tenders Doug 
Rich and the Judges' John Brandon. 
The second period was a completely 
different story. The Engineers peppered 
Brandon with 17 shots tallying 5 goals, 
two from Joe Bracken and one each 
from Mike Horgan, Paul Hogan, and 
Mike MacOueen, answered only by two 
from Brandeis. Hogan picked up his 
second goal for the night capping off the 
scoring and assuring the 6-3 victory. 
The Massachusetts College of Phar· 
macy jumped out to a 4-0 lead In the first 
period The Engineers, showing their 
true character and winning attitude, 
retalllated with six straight goala In the 
second period. Paul Hogan scored 
twice. his fourth and fifth for the night, 
and Paul Fortier once In the third period 
as the WPI Icemen overcame their 4-0 
deficit to topple the Pharmacists, 9-7. 
The Massachusetts College of the 
Arts was no match for the Hockey 
Engineers who literally skated over their 
opponent coasting to a 10-2 victory with 
goals from Mike Duquette, Ken Love-
green. Mike Horgan, Mike MacOueen, 
Paul Hogan. J1m O'Keefe, Joe Brocken, 
Bnan Starr, Brian Fraser, and Todd 
Guay. O'Keefe and Hogan picked up 4 
points apiece and Starr had 3 for that 
night. 
The Engineers revenged their only 
loss, up lo that point, by defeating 
Wentworth 6-1 . It was a fast- paced, hard 
fouQht, see-sawina battle throughout 
Duquette. but never found the back of 
the net again despite two clean break· 
aways. three shots off the post and one 
off the crossbar. The Engineers clearly 
dominated the play, but the scoreboard 
told a different story. Again, at M.l.T., the 
Engineers had a 2-1 lead by the end of 
the first period on goals from Jim 
O'Keefe and Mike Splalne. but the 
Beavers scored two unanswered goals 
In the second period and two more In the 
third sandwiched between two Mike 
MacOueen goals. It was an even game 
(27 shots for WPI, 26 for M.IT) with a 
slight advantage going to the Engineers 
In control of play, but once again they 
did everything except put enough pucks 
in the net. The major difference was that 
WPI spent too much time In the penalty 
box as sentenced by some very ques-
tionable refereeing. Needless to say, the 
second matchup, also at Boston be-
cause they refuse to give up their home 
Ice advantage and come to Worcester, 
should be quite the battle. 
The Engineers were back on track 
against the radical Clark University 
Cougars. If cheap shots and overall 
senseless though entertaining violence 
could Win games, the Cougars would be 
undefeated. However. the Engineers 
outc.lassed the radicals and did not 
resort to lowering themselves to that 
level (or at least didn't get caught as 
often). The result· the Engineers romped 
all over Inter-city rival Clark 9-2. Paul 
Hogan lead the scoring with three goals 
and two assists. Mike Duquette p icked 
up two goals and one assist, J im O'Keefe 
added a goal and two assists, and Mike 
MacQueen, Dave Henry, and Brien Sterr 
each added one toward the victory 
Lane!' Hall attempt• to break down hi• opponent. - Eric Soederberg. 
points on the board forWPI. winning 13· 
4. Jeff Horowitz and Harvard's Rick 
Beller fought to a 5·5 stalemate. Greg 
Langer won 8-2 and Paul Wyman edged 
out Chris Connell 3-2. As a result, WPI 
took a 16-2 lead as they dominated the 
lower weight ~lasses . Stu Maceachern 
lost a tough match to Andy McNerny 7-
17. McNerny was the only wrestler to 
defeat Tom Kilkenny last year and is 
currently ranked 7th in the nation at 142 
pounds. John Atkinson posted the win· 
nlng points as he defeated Sean Healy 9-
4. Mike Thorn and Bob Schwartz lost ln 
close, hard fought battles. Coach Gre-
blnar, for the first time in his coaching 
career at WPI, forfeited at heavyweight. 
Jim Ph Ills, Harvard's outstanding heavy, 
was ready to tear his opponent apart to 
avenge the defeat suffered by his team. 
Coach Grebinar added to the Harvard 
disappointment by avoiding possible 
injury to h is heavyweight and forfeiting 
the match 
After seeing WPI defeat Harvard, UNH 
knew they had their hands full. Bob 
Soares and Rich Testa both received 
forfeits and Jeff Horowitz won easily B·O 
to give WPI a quick 15-0 lead. Lou 
Caldreilo lost a close match 10-12 to 
Bob Baradino. Paul Wyman continued 
his winning ways as he defeated UNH's 
Darrin Young 9-1 . Stu MacEachern 
picked up the winning as he posted a 10· 
2 victory. John Atkinson lost 3-6 and 
Mike Thom won easily 10-4. Steve 
Jackson and Steve Graveline both lost 
tough decisions 0-5 and 3·4 respec-
tively. 
U Maine was no match for the fired up 
Engineers. John Soares collected his 
second forfeit of the day and freshman 
Lance Hall added six more points pan-
ning Mike Quigley in twelve seconds 
Dave Parker edged out Tony Goodwin 
5-4 and freshman John Dahill won a 
major decision over Scott Wilder 17·4. 
Paul Wyman finished a fine day in a 
hurry with a first period pin and Stu 
MacEachern added three more points 
with a 10-3 victory over Arvld Colien-
berg, as WPI swept the first six wel~ht 
class and jumped out to a 29--0 lead. Jim 
Ball and Steve Jackson suffered losses 
2-8 and 1·9 respectively. George Duane 
destroyed his oppanent Joe Bellwood 
18-0 but was unable to get the pin. 
The WPI wrestlers are off to a devasta-
ting start as they have conquered the 
best In New 'England so far. Their lower 
weight classes have dominated every 
team they have faced and the upper 
weight classes, while not as deep, are 
strong and always ready to wrestle. 
Look for the Engineers to post their 
finest ever on their way to the New 
England Championships. 
The wrestlers' final home match be-
fore break is Wednesday against Brown 
University in Alumni Gym at 7:00. Come 
support the Engineers as they knock off 
another Ivy League School. 
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS 
MOP' s AND POP' s 
HELP DEVELOP WPl-MITRE 
SPACE-SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT 
A F UlUR C: NAS A SPACE-SH UTTLE. FLIGHT WILL C ARRY A S l r or l X PlRIMENTS 
TO Ill! DEVEL OPED B V WPI PROJECT STUOlNT S THE l .. UNC H O"Tf. Will BE 
IN THE 1986•88 S C H OOL YE AR " NO 1111! r1 R 8 T PROJEC T S Will S IAR r IN O $3 
PRE SIDEN T C RANCH ANO T WO l!EPRE SC NTA TI VE S Of THE MllRE CORP O RA ftO N WIL L 
ANNOUN C E T HIS EXCE P TIONAL Pl!OJEC TS O PPORTU N I T Y ON 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14 AT HL 109 -- - 11 : 10 am 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED 
PLEASE SIGN UP AT THE PROJECTS OFFICE 
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
TuHdly, December 14, 1882 
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WPI swimmers 
by Ed Ford 
kick off to a good start 
The 1982-83 swim season has been an 
example of unsurpassable team spirit. 
From Coach Griffith's complicated stra-
tegy and fine coaching ability, to the 
determination and dedication of the 
swimmers, the season Is best described 
as an "all out" team effort. 
Sporting a 2-2 record, which Is already 
equal to the number of total wins last 
year, the Engineers have so far been 
tough competition. Lead by Captain 
Mike Healey. the only Senior, the Engi-
neers this year have a larger squad than 
In the past, which enables versatllity In 
meets 
In the first meet, WPI put up a strong 
front but came up unvlctorious as 
Babson College won 56·39. The meet 
was highlighted by Bruce Carbone who 
broke his 160 IM school record of 
1:38:35 with a fine 1:38:11 . Again m the 
200 BR, Carbone won with an admirable 
determination of the final outcome of 
the meet. 
Clark took the first event. the 400 MR, 
with little difficulty. The distance com-
bination of Gagnon and Hurtey, took 1st 
and 2nd In the 1000 free with an 11:47:46 
and 11 :53:09 respectively Healy held 
second in the 200 free with a 2:01 :06 and 
also took second In the 200 fly. Jalbert 
took 1st In the 50 and 100 free events 
with outstanding times of :23:14 and 
:55.05 and Carbone followed with a win 
In the 200 IM recording a time of 2:08·11. 
Carbone also took two more events 
Including a fine performance In the 200 
backstroke. 
Late In the competition, the distance 
combo, Gagnon and Hurley, took one 
and two In the 500 free, with Hurley Just 
recording a 3rd in the 200 BK seconds 
before entering her 500 swim. Chris 
Lacey showed fine effort and grace in 
diving as he took thtrd In both one meter 
(.____ _ s=--po_R_T_s _ ___...) 
time of 2:24;81 . Captain Mike Healy 
captured the 200 fly with 2: 11 :99 and 
free-styler Dave Jalbert took the 100 yd. 
event with a :55:22. 
Against the cross-town rival Holy 
Cross. WPI sparkled as they defeated 
their opponent 57-37 Carbone again 
broke his previous 160 IM time by an 
incredible 1.08 secs. with a 1:37:03. 
Freshman Andy Gagnon and Missy 
Hurley took the distance events easily 
while Healy and Carbone each chalked 
up two wins. Jalbert and Gagnon took 
the two top spots In the 100 free and Ed 
Ford, taking second in the 200 BR, and 
Drew Payson, 2nd In the 500 free, 
showed fine effort. The powerful 400 
free relay of Jalbert, Gagnon, Healy, and 
Carbone, tore apart the water with a 
3:30:12 to win. 
Away at Boston College, the Engi-
neers found the going tough as they lost 
67 -28. The second division Boston Col-
lege was victorious In all but three 
events, the 400 IM, won by Carbone; the 
100 fly, won by Healy; and the 100 free, 
won by Jalbert. 
The highlight of the season came 
Friday, December 10, at Clark, In a nall-
bltlng, thoroughly action-packed meet-
ing This meet was sparked by all 
members as every event lead to the 
events. Lacey had practiced, his first 
practice on the year, only 1 hour at Clark 
the night before, due to the fact that WPI 
has Inadequate diving facllllies. 
Coming to a cllmactic end, the dual 
meet came down to the final 400 free 
relay with a win or loss lying on this 
event. The WPI relay, powered by Ed 
Ford, Tom Driscoll, Mike O'Donoghue. 
and anchor Dave Jalbert. came to battle 
a strong Cougar relay. With an "all out" 
effort, WPI touched-out Clark tor the 
final victory. With better than a five 
second lead, Clark seemed to dominate. 
But In the last leg. Jalbert motored In 
with under a 51 second time to capture a 
close win of 58-55. The fine sportsman-
ship of the Clark swimmers and their 
coach added to the excitement and 
high-energy of competition. 
Other members deserving applause 
tor outstanding efforts are: Eric Bou-
dreau, Humberto Gugllemlna, Drew 
Payson, and ShlrleyVeranls, all sporting 
personal best times. All and all, a team 
effortl 
With hard practice and determination, 
the WPI swimmers look forward to 
bettering their reputable 2-2 record 
during the resumption of the season 
during C-term. With theirteam spirit, the 
season may prove very exciting. 
TSALE 
Brue• C1rbon• brNk• " " IM '9COrd by 1:Q8 1econd1. 
- WlllWPllnte. 
Basketball drops two 
by David P. Tormey 
Newspeak Staff 
The Engineers had a tough week on 
the basketball court as they lost two 
games to drop their record to 2-4. The 
first game was played Wednesday night 
against a solld Babson College team In 
Harrington Auditorium. Babson out-
played WPI In almost every aapectof the 
game and came away with a 75~ over 
the slumping Engineers. The bright 
spots for the WPI attack were trl-captaln 
Russ Philpot who led all WPI scoring 
with 18 points and sophomore guard 
Gregg Flddes who added 13 of his own. 
On Saturday, WPI traveled to Maine to 
meet the Polar Bears of Bowdoin, one of 
the better Division Ill teams In New 
England. The two teams battled to a near 
Ru11 Phi/pot •hoot• 
draw for most of the contest as WPI was 
down by only three with less than six 
minutes left on the clock. At this point, 
Bowdoin came alive and went on to 
score 20 late game points to the Engi-
neers 3 to make for the 89-49 final score. 
WPI just fell apart In the flnal minutes as 
they didn't take very many shots and the 
defense got a llttle shaky. Again Senior 
Russ Philpot fed the offense with 16 
points whtle sophomore guard Or· 
ville Balley poured in 15 despite 
Injuring his ankle In the second half. 
Aside from the game's final mlnutea, the 
Engineers played a good game as they 
hit 22 of their 40 total shots. WPI will try 
to recover their winning ways when they 
play Amherst College tonight at 8:00 
p.m. In Harrington. 
- Mike Roush. 
-Pege12 NEWS PEAK Tuesday, D~mber 14, 
, 
WltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tue1day, December 14, 1982 Wednesday, December 15, 1982 
Weekday Mass In The Rellglous Center at 10:00 P.M. 
Electrical Engineering Department Holiday Party. Atwater~Kent South 
Entrance at 4:15 P.M. All EE faculty and students are welcome 
Chemistry Colloquium. Dr Karl Dieter of Boston Universltywill speak on 
"Synthetic Applications of Conjugated Ketene Olthioacetals." Goddard 
Hall 227 at 4:00 P.M. Refreshments will be served. 
SAB meeting, Higgins 109, 7:00 P.M. 
Jewelry Sale In The Wedge, 9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 
Varsity Basketball vs. Amherst. 8:00 P.M. 
AIR 
FORCE 
ROTC-
When you're discussing something as 
important as your future, it's urgent that you 
get the straight facts . . . and that you 
understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an 
important part of your future. We would like 
to outline some of the facts and invite you to 
look into gathering more. • 
Varsity Wrestling vs. Brown, 7:00 P .. In Alumni Gym. 
It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly-
qualified, dedicated officers ... men and 
women. It's a fact: we need people in all kinds 
of educational disciplines. It's a fact: we're 
prepared to offer financial help to those who 
can qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholar-
ship. 
Get together with an AFROTC representa-
tive and discuss the program. We'll give you 
all the facts. It could be one of the most 
important talks you've ever had with anyone 
about your educational plans. 
Contac't: Major Joe Policastro 793-3343 
HOTC 
Gotewoy too greot woy of Illa. 
OK WORCESTER ... 
THE JOKE'S OVER. 
Now For A Real Stereo Sale! 
Trolly Stereo's Warehouse Sale 
·. /, ·~ '~ 
NCl.A-10-- _.,,.. ll00.00 
....... fN).89 _  
--...... ~--___ _,.. tlOOO 
T_IU.._llllCIUflt 90000 
NC CllAll ...- loolt, ..... *'"' 99000 
LOWEST PRICES ON ... MAXELL UDXL II C90 
$2.55 EACH AKAi . TOSHIBA . SONY . AJWA . TDK. MAXELL AR . HITACHI . SANSUI . DISCWASHER 
~Ol·ll 
Mll0010 
1\1( llllOlO Oolb, • " c 
~GX.f"Jl~UC 
•14995 •oo 
10000 MOD 
11~00 1'8.00 
-· 1'8.00 
~NNftle 
1~ ICTSl flWCASSETlt 
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""""~JOilW./fM~nt 
llCCOIO OOl.8V AIJIO •\IUSf 
NC . TECHNICS . 
"900 
ltOO 
HOO 
13900 
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.-------------------------------, 
lWPI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•oo l 
1100 I I 
•ao I 1a.oo 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Maxell UDXL 11 C90 
1.49 
"'oo I I Trolly Stereo Limit one per 
SPEAKERS 
139 Water St., Worceater 
Exit 13 off 1-290 off 
I 139 Water St. customer 
I Worceater, MA Unllmlted qu•ntity 
I 756-2422 •t s2.ss 
Open 
Saturday: 12/11, 12/18 9 till 
Sunday: 12/12, 12/19 9 till 
--------------------------------
All merchandlM wHh full manufllCturer w•rranty. 
Kelly Square 
756-2422 • ......__ 
